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Abstract: We show that the control-flow graphs of Java programs, due to the labelled break and continue
statements, have no upper bound on their treewidth. A single Java method containing k labels and a loop nesting
depth of k 1 can give a control-flow-graph with treewidth 2k 1.
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Le treewidth des programmes Java n’est pas borné
Résumé : Nous montrons que les graphes de flux de controle des programmes Java, pour cause des instructions break et continue etiquetées, n’ont pas de borne supérieur à leur treewidth. Une seul méthode Java
qui contient k étiquettes et un emboîtement de profondeur k 1 peut impliquer des graphe de flux de controle
d’une treewidth 2k 1.
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Background

Most structured language constructs such as while-loops, for-loops and if-then-else allow programs to be recursively decomposed into basic blocks with a single entry and exit point [1]. Such a decomposition corresponds
to a series-parallel decomposition of the control-flow-graph of the program [7] and can ease static optimization tasks like register allocation [4]. On the other hand, with constructs such as the infamous goto, and also
short-circuit evaluation of boolean expressions and multiple exit/break/continue/return-statements, this nice
decomposition structure is ruined [4].
However, Thorup has shown in a recent article ’All Structured Programs have Small Tree-Width and Good
Register Allocation’, see [9], that except for the goto, the other constructs listed above do allow for a related
decomposition of the control-flow-graph of the program. For each of those language constructs, it was basically
shown that regardless of how often they are used, they will only increase the treewidth of the control-flow
graph by one. Since a series-parallel graph has treewidth 2, this means that the control-flow-graphs of gotofree Algol and Pascal programs have treewidth 3 (add one for short-circuit evaluation), whereas goto-free
C programs have treewidth 6 (add also for multiple exits and continues from loops and multiple returns
from functions). Moreover, the related tree-decomposition is easily found while parsing the program, and this
structural information can then, as with series-parallel graphs, be used to improve on the quality of the compiler
optimization [9, 2].
With unrestricted use of gotos it is easy to write a program whose control-flow graph has treewidth greater
than any given integer k. Since the treewidth parameter is a measure of the ’treeness’ of a graph [8] and a
constant bound on this parameter allows many otherwise NP-hard problems to be solved in linear time [5],
these results seem to imply that gotos are harmful for static analysis tasks. Gotos were originally considered
harmful for readability and understanding of programs [3], and languages like Modula-2 and Java have indeed
banned their use. Modula-2 instead provides the programmer with multiple exits from loops and multiple
returns from functions with the pleasant consequence that all control-flow-graphs of Modula-2 programs have
treewidth 5 [9].
As compensation for the lack of a goto, the designers of Java decided to add the labelled break and
continue statements. This allows labelling of loops and subsequent jumping out to any prelabelled level of a
nested loop. In the original ’Go To Statement Considered Harmful’-article [3], what was in fact specifically
objected to was the proliferation of labels that indicate the target of gotos, rather than the gotos themselves.
The accuracy of this observation is confirmed in the next section, where we show that, using only k labels, we
can construct a Java program whose control-flow graph has treewidth 2k 1. Not only is the treewidth high,
it is also clear that the programming technique of the example can be misused to construct Java code which is
arbitrarily challenging to understand.
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The main result

We will view the edges of the control-flow-graph as being undirected. Contracting an edge uv of a graph simply
means deleting the endpoints u and v from the graph and introducing a new node whose neighbors are the union
of the neighbors of u and v. A graph containing a subgraph that can be contracted to a complete graph on k
nodes is said to have a clique minor of size k, and is well-known to have treewidth at least k 1 [8].
The labelled break and continue statements in Java allows the programmer to label a loop and then make a
jump from a loop nested inside the labelled loop. In the case of a continue the jump is made to the beginning
of the labelled loop, and in the case of a break the jump is made to the statement following the labelled loop.
In the right-hand side of Figure 1 we show a listing of part of a Java program, with labels l1, l2 and l3, whose
control-flow-graph can be contracted to a clique on 8 nodes.
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continue1
continue2
continue3
innerloop
innerloop
remainder3
break3
break2
break1

l1:while (maybe) {
l2: while (maybe) {break l1;
l3:
while (maybe) {break l1; break l2; continue l1;
while (maybe) {break l1; break l2; break l3;
continue l1; continue l2; }
break l1; break l2; break l3; continue l1; continue l2;}
break l1; break l2; continue l1;}
break l1;}

Figure 1: Skeleton of a Java program whose control-flow graph has treewidth 7. Break and continue statements should be conditional, but for the sake of simplicity this has been left out. The left column, in bold font,
gives the names of contracted nodes of the control-flow-graph.
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Figure 2: The control flow graph of the example

For simplicity we have chosen this code fragment that is obviously not real-life code, though it could easily
be augmented to become more natural. For example, breaks and continues could be case statements of a switch,
such as
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while (maybe) {
switch(num) {
case 1: break l1;
case 2: break l2;
case 3: continue l1;}

Each of the 8 contracted nodes will naturally correspond to some lines of the corresponding Java program.
Each of the 3 first lines of the listed code correspond to a node called, respectively, continue1, continue2 and
continue3, since they form the targets of the respective continue statements labelled l1, l2 and l3. The 4th and
5th lines of the code together form a node that we call innerloop, whereas the 6th line we call remainder3 as it
forms the remainder of the loop labelled l3. Lines 7 and 8 of the listing correspond to nodes that we call break3
and break2, respectively, as they form the target of the break statements with labels l3 and l2. The target of
the break labelled l1 is whatever statement that follows the listed code and it will be called break1, forming the
eighth node. See Figure 2 for a drawing of the (directed) control-flow graph.
It should be clear that each of these 8 nodes are obtained by contracting a connected subgraph of the controlflow-graph of the program. We now show that they form a clique after contraction, by looking at them in the
order innerloop, remainder3, continue3, break3, continue2, break2, continue1, break1 and arguing that each of
them is connected to all the ones following it in the given order. Firstly, the node innerloop is connected to all
the other nodes, as the control flows from it into remainder3 when its loop entry condition evaluates to false,
control flows naturally into innerloop from continue3 and for each of the other 5 nodes innerloop contains the
labelled break or continue statement targeting that node. Next, remainder3 is connected to continue3 as this is
the natural flow of control, and remainder3 contains the labelled break or continue statement targeting each of
the other 5 nodes following it in the given order. The argument for the remaining nodes follows a similar line of
reasoning. Morever, in the same style a larger code example can be made consisting of a method with k labels,
a loop nesting depth of k 1 and a clique minor of size 2k 2.




Theorem 1 For any value of k 0 there exists a Java method with k labels and nesting depth k
control-flow-graph has treewidth 2k 1.
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Proof: For a proof consider the the extract of a ’symbolic’ Java program using k labels with nesting depth k 1
as shown in Figure 3. Here the first line with ... should expand to k 4 labelled loops and the second line with
... should expand to k 4 lines forming the continuation of their respectively nested labelled loops.
‘Symbolic labels’ like lk k is used to ease the induction in the proof, but in a real Java program of course
k must be a constant. Moreover, all the breaks and continues on a single line should be the cases of a switch
statement as explained earlier.
Each line of the code should be contracted to a single node in the control-flow graph. With the additional
node for the statement following the listed code this gives 2k 2 nodes total. The proof that the contracted
graph on 2k 2 nodes forms a clique follows the same line of reasoning as in the example given earlier. A
graph with a clique minor of size 2k 2 has treewidth 2k 1.
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Conclusion

Originally Java was designed to be precompiled to bytecode for the Java Virtual Machine, so compiler optimization tasks were then not a main issue. Nevertheless, gotos were considered particulary harmful for
the conceptual clarity of a program and so they were completely banned from the specification of Java, and a
labelled break and continue were instead added. Nowadays, to speed up applications written in Java there is
a strong demand for compiled and optimized Java, and so Java-to-native-machine-code compilers are emerging. In this paper we have shown that such compilers must have certain limits that are already inherent in the
language itself.
RR n˚3870
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l1: while (maybe) {
l2: while (maybe) {break l1;
l3:
while (maybe) {break l1; break l2; continue l1;
...
lk:
while (maybe) {break l1; ... break l k 1 ; continue l1; ... continue lk 2 ;
while (maybe) {break l1; ... break l k ; continue l1; ... continue lk 1 ; }
break l1;...;break lk ; continue l1;... continue lk 1 ;}
break l1; ... break lk 1 ; continue l1; ... continue lk 2 ; }
...
break l1; break l2; continue l1;}
break l1;}

Figure 3: Generic skeleton of a Java program whose control-flow graph has treewidth


2k


1.

In an ongoing study [6] the treewidth of actual Java programs will be empirically tested. For Java programs
not having labelled breaks or continues the results of Thorup [9] will hold and we can find the exact value of
the treewidth. For programs containing labelled breaks and continues we can easily give an upper bound on the
treewidth, since the examples given here are the worst case for few labels, but we would like to also compute
the exact treewidth of these programs and to further study the practical import of the observations in this paper.
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